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FEBIN THOMAS M

To whomsoever it may concern,

I  am submitting  the  enclosed  resume for  consideration  of  a  career  opportunity,  at  your
organization,  that  will  aid  me  develop  both  my  software  and  interpersonal  skills  as  I
contribute to the firm’s growth.

I have been working as an Associate Consultant at Kaar Technologies, Chennai since June,
2018. I completed my B. Tech in IT from LICET (affiliated to Anna University), Chennai in
April, 2018 and graduated as the ‘Student of the Year’ owing to excellence in academic, co-
curricular  and extra-curricular  activities.  In  the  professional  sphere,  I  have  an  esteemed
experience of working with Angular, Node, MySQL, Redis, MongoDB, Handlebars and UI5
and also with managing small teams that worked with the above and  also with languages
such as ABAP and Java. Further, I have supported DevOps activities using AWS, Docker and
Jenkins.  I  have received the ‘Star of  the Month’  award,  four times,  in  recognition of  my
splendid efforts  at  Kaar  Technologies.  Besides  my professional  contributions,  I  also  have
personal software development experiences such as being an independent Android Developer
who has worked with Java, XML and PHP and has a triplet of Android Apps titled FebBook,
FebWeather  and  Feb  published  on  Google  Play  Store  and  Amazon  App  Store,  and  also
working on IoT based projects. As a passionate software developer, I believe that my strong
development skills will make me an ideal candidate for a role at your organization. Besides,
my esteemed interpersonal  skills  and  dynamic  nature  will  help  me quickly  adapt  to  the
working ambiance of your organization and thereby achieve the objectives that are expected
of me.

I hereby acknowledge that all the information furnished above are true to the best of my
knowledge and hope to hear back from you in this regard.

Yours sincerely,

Febin Thomas M
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